
Good 

good effort for knowledge and personal skill 

increase my knowledge on sulam 

bole ke jadikan SULAM ini satu subject ko-kurikulum  

Very good training and full of information. 

Interesting. But as for me Mathematic lecturer, its hard for me to implement SULAM.  

no 

Great exposure for SULAM knowledge. 

very structured, way of sharing is very good and effective. 

The details shared by PM. Dr. Sharipah Ruzaina Syed Aris could be implemented and will be 
beneficial to all parties. 

Good 

Interesting teaching & learning activity to try. 

UTeM ada 2 staf akademik TOT SULAM iaitu Datuk PM Dr Norliah Kudus dan Ts Dr Mohammad 
Kamil. 

Very fruitful discussion and the speaker has a very good knowledge about SULAM to share 

very good explanation dengan contoh yang jelas bg menjelaskan konsep dan perlaksanaan SULAM. 

- 

Good presentation 

Mohon Universiti boleh sediakan framework sulam nih.. Semua fakulti disuruh buat SULAM tpi 
takde guideline. Penyalaras peringkat universiti pun tak tau siapa.. huhu 

Overall the program is informative.  

good sharing 

love it.  

Good session 

Good! 

Perlu ada sharing juga dari pensyarah dari fakulti engineering yang pernah terlibat 

Overall very good sharing. Keep it up in the next future.  

ok 

ok 

In Taiwan, we call SULAM is Community Design. It's mainly to help the community development. 
Nowadays, the range of the distance between city and village become bigger and bigger. Although 
digital technology tries to help to shorten the distance between city and village. But it still got 
affect by the government policy. According to my experience in Taiwan, community development 
works take time, it's not easy to implement. Especially the people issues. This course better 
implements it in communities. It needs to let the community active. Need more people who live in 
the community to know these concepts. Especially head of community and other leaders. Then 
through the course to enhance the opportunity and resources to change our living quality. We 
can't rely on students to help the community only, because students will graduate, and leave. The 
continual development in the community is very important. These kinds of courses will design 
many and different types of courses and workshops to help the community develop. The design of 
course contents will be based on the community's needs. Before that, need to have experts to test 
and check the community's real situation. Regarding students learning, need to care about safety 
and insurance issues.  

Having a series of experience sharing from different universities  

Technical example is needed indeed as per suggested by Dr Rusdy 

 


